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Visionary Rhythms

Raising vibration is a state of mind that all Kandinsky,
Klee and Gaudi immersed us in. To hear their paintings,
not just see and to find the strange in the ordinary. 

To those artists, music has been a way to challenge the 
norm and bring out unconscious desires and dreams to life. 
All three were able to create new worlds, new realities. 

The three artists have been inspired and united by 
movements and vibrations. Therefore, the installation 
set by Infinity des Lumières will draw on the artists' 
long-standing fascination with surrealism to surround 
students with a full sense-provoking setting and provide 
many points of entrance and viewpoints.

They were also driven by an irrepressible ambition to 
elevate art to a new level and discover fresh imaginative and 
visual ways to portray the enormous upheavals of their era.
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The architect of imaginary

1852 - 1926

By transforming tiles into magic, Gaudi’s Trencar 
mosaic sets us free as it breaks the confinement 
of walls turning them into art.

Gaudi’s relationship with God and mother nature had a sense of 
spirituality. It was not just about form & function. The way he 
saw the light and how it vibrated on his artwork was just a way 
of transcending you into a whole new world of imagination and 
beauty. Gaudi had a way of using the light as a tool rather than 
a natural occurrence.

Because of the Sagrada Familia's strong shapes and 
expressive materials, it immediately grabs people's attention. 
This combination of geometry and exploration, creativity and 
skill, is the outcome of an original vision.

It was clear from the very beginning of his creative process 
that Antoni Gaudi had the mind of a scientist and the spirit of an 
artist. It is for this reason that his sketches and drawings stand 
alone as works of art.
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The odyssey of abstraction

1866 - 1944

Seeking to paint for the soul, his color palette 
gives form to our deepest human emotions.

When you look at a Kandinsky’s painting, you hear a Kandinsky, 
you move to a Kandinsky, and you surely vibrate to it. 
Kandinsky believed that color and melody go hand in hand. 
This connection was so obvious that Kandinsky assigned each 
note to a certain hue.

He once said, “the sound of colors is so definite that it would be 
hard to find anyone who would express bright yellow with bass 
notes or dark lake with treble.”

Synesthesia is a neurological condition that Kandinsky 
experienced. An uncommon but true phenomenon exists when 
one sense, like hearing, simultaneously activates another,
like sight. 

This phenomenon allowed Kandinsky to literally see colors 
when he heard music, and heard music when he painted.
Kandinsky believed that colors might connect viewers to their 
spiritual identities. He thought that blue stimulated the highest 
spiritual ambitions, while yellow could disrupt. Anyone who 
looks at his paintings is bound to feel something. 
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Painting music

1879 - 1940

Like his lines, he takes us for a walk in his 
dreamer mind.

Generating vibrations and rhythms through his art, Klee was 
not the only modern artist whose work was described as 
“musical”. But he did provide a profound harmony through his 
paintings in a way where one can tell that music has been part 
of the whole creative process and not just the end result. 

As a poet and a musician, Klee came up with unique theories 
on how art and language interact. Not to mention the incredibly 
lyrical titles he came up with for many of his works, many of 
which combine drawn or painted imagery with bits of writing. 
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WITH THREE IMMERSIVE, 
MULTI-SENSORY 
EXHIBITIONS,
INFINITY DES LUMIÈRES 
OFFERS
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES
TO EDUCATE,
EXPRESS AND STIMULATE
YOUR CLASS.

Place YOUR STUDENTS at the CENTRE of art 
Activate all their SENSES
Enhance diversified CREATIVITY 
Stimulate critical THINKING 
Spark innovative IDEAS
Explore di�erent PERSPECTIVES
Create long lasting CONNECTIONS
Discover new WORLDS

Innovative field trip designed to: 
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INFINITELY ENGAGING

Groups of 50 students and more are invited to 
experience our "Behind The Scenes" engaging talk. 

It touches such curriculum disciplines as:
art, innovation, music appreciation, mathematics, 
geometry, computer science and many more. 

INFINITELY MEMORABLE

INFINITELY INSPIRATIONAL

MEMORABLE for ALL ages, and for di�erent cultural, 
linguistic, education and artistic levels. 

Infinity des Lumières o�ers a full multi-media show 
and not a traditional art gallery. The immersive 
experience is a feast for the senses and is anything 
but boring. That is why we encourage school field 
trips to take place for children to observe and 
experience the images and sounds they encounter.

The show will have a tremendous e�ect on their 
cognitive functions, creativity, motivation, 
inspiration and communication abilities.

As we seek to comprehend the context of the work,
as well as the circumstances and feelings that led
to its creation, witnessing art will help in developing
a generation with high capacity for empathy.

An entirely di�erent way to experience art!



GENERAL FIELD TRIP 
INFORMATION

Location:
The Dubai Mall, Level 2, opposite Galeries Lafayette

Duration:
75 minutes

Age:
Minimum 3 years old

Start time:
Monday to Friday 9 AM - for groups of 50 students and more 
Monday to Friday 10 AM - for groups of 16 - 49 students

Group size:
Minimum 16
Maximum number of students per visit is subject to Infinity des Lumières confirmation

Rates:
AED 65 per school student
AED 75 per university student

Accompanying adults:
Preschool (3-5 years old) - 1 adult chaperone free of charge for every 5 students
Primary and secondary school (6 years and above) – 1 adult chaperone free of 
charge for every 10 students
Children of determination and children with special needs – 1 adult shadow 
chaperone free of charge per student
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EDUCATE

BOOK YOUR TICKETS NOW

schools@infinitylumieres.com

EXPRESS
STIMULATE


